GUARD YOUR MEDICAL ID CARDS
When a wallet or purse is lost or stolen, the first thing most people do is call their credit card companies. This
is a wise move, but don’t stop there! If health care ID or pharmacy cards are among the missing items, be sure
to alert your insurer.
A relatively new crime, medical identity theft, is on the rise. This type of theft occurs when someone uses
another person’s name and health insurance without his/her knowledge or consent to obtain medical
treatment, prescription drugs or goods. At least a half-million Americans have been affected, according to the
World Privacy Forum, a research group that focuses on privacy issues.
Medical identity theft can imperil your health and finances. Unfortunately, detecting this type of theft isn’t
always easy for consumers, who are often unaware of its existence, and remedying the damage can be
difficult. However, there are precautions you can take to protect yourself from becoming a victim.
Treat your medical ID and prescription cards as if they were credit cards.
Escalating health care costs and the growing ranks of the uninsured are fueling this fast-growing fraud. Before
he was caught, Daniel Sullivan, an uninsured Pennsylvanian, racked up more than $144,000 in medical bills at
five hospitals posing as an acquaintance whose insurance information he had stolen. One of the biggest
threats posed by medical identity theft is that victims can receive the wrong medical treatment based on the
fraudulent information in their medical records (you are allergic to penicillin, the imposter isn’t). Medical ID
theft can cause victims to fail pre-employment medical exams or become uninsurable, and their credit can be
badly damaged. At a broader level, health care fraud leads to higher health insurance premiums, higher taxes,
and higher co-payments.
People are often unaware their identities have been stolen, since scammers usually change the home address
to which medical bills are sent. It can be hard to set the record straight because the law offers few
protections, so prevention is key. Here are some tips:
• Regence BCBS gives you the option to monitor your benefits online at MyRegence.com; sign up so you
can keep tabs on your account.
• Beware of “free” medical services or treatments that ask for your medical ID Card
• Don’t give your insurance information to telephone marketers or door-to-door solicitors
• Always read the explanation of benefits your insurer sends after you have received health care services
to verify you received those services.
• Please visit The World Privacy Forum’s website
www.worldprivacyforum.org/medicalidentitytheft.html for additional information
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